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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall study the solutions of the system of renewal-type 
integral equations 
where each x,(t) is a given function that is bounded on every finite interval 
and vanishes for t < 0 and each Fij(t) is a distribution function (usually 
improper) that also vanishes for t < 0. If m = 1, equation (1.1) becomes the 
well-known integral equation of renewal theory 
M(t) = z(t) + St M(t - u)F(du), (1.4 
0 
so the results contained in this paper are generalizations of facts from ordinary 
renewal theory. Our principal result is Theorem 2.2 which concerns the 
behavior of the functions M,(t) as t + co. Part (i) of this theorem generalizes 
Blackwell’s theorem and part (ii) is a generalization of the key renewal 
theorem. 
The study of the system of equations (1 .l) was motivated by a problem 
concerning the moments of a multi-dimensional age-dependent branching 
process. In Section 4 we shall apply our theory to this problem. 
The analytic techniques employed by Feller [2] in his treatment of renewal 
theory will be used extensively along with some facts from the Frobenius 
theory of positive matrices. It should be mentioned that Bellman and 
Cooke [l] have suggested another way to determine the asymptotic behavior 




2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 
If we let 
and 
Jr(t) = (&q(t) ,..., Mm(t)), 
equation (1.1) may be put in the compact form 
A(t) = Z(t) + 9 * A(t) (2.1) 
provided we define the operation “*” of convolution of matrices exactly as we 
define matrix multiplication except that we convolve elements rather than 
multiply them. 
The following matrices will be useful in defining a solution to (2.1). Let 
S(O)(t) be the m x m matrix (&(t)) where &(t) = 1 if i = j and t 3 0 
and &(t) = 0 otherwise, and then define recursively the matrices .9fn)(t) 
by F(fi)(t) = S(n-l) * g(t). Now set g’(t) = C,“=, Stn)(t). 
We shall let p(a) denote the real eigenvalue of largest modulus of a matrix 
GZ that has all nonnegative entries. According to the theorem of Frobenius 
(Gantmacher [3]) p(a) is positive and simple. 
LEMMA 1.1. We have Uij(t) < oo for all t > 0 and all i and j if and only if 
PPv9> -=c 1. 
Proof. Let t be fixed and suppose p(S(0)) < 1. If p(F(t)) < 1 then 
S(t) = f F(n)(t) < f s-(t) = (3 - F(t))-‘. (24 
?l=O VL=O 
However, if &F(t)) > 1, let the matrix $(x) = (flij(x)) be defined by 
0 < x < t, (2.3) 
where a! is chosen so large that p@(t)) < 1. By the previous case 
(2.4) 
where g(,)(t) = @j;)(t)) denotes the n-fold convolution of the matrix 
*g(t) with itself. But it is easy to show that 
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where F,!;)(t) is the ij-th element of the matrix %cn)(t). From (2.4) and (2.5) 
it follows that 
On the other hand, if p(F(O)) >, 1 then for each i and j 
and this series must diverge for some i and j (Householder [4], p. 54). 
We shall now state and prove an existence and uniqueness theorem about 
solutions of (2.1). 
THEOREM 2.1. Ifp($(O)) < 1, 
A?(t) = 42 * sqt) (2.6) 
represents the unique solution of equation (2.1) under the conditions each M,(t) 
is bounded on jinite intervals and vanishes for t < 0. 
Proof. By a direct computation one can show that h?(t) defined in (2.6) is 
a solution of (2.1). Suppose Al(t) and MS(t) are two solutions of (2.1) satisfying 
the given conditions and let 
Y-(t) = (VI(t),..., vmw’ = A&> - A&)- 
It is easily seen that V(t) = % * V(t) and moreover V”(t) = g(n) * V(t) 
for n any positive integer. Therefore 
as n + co for each j provided p(F(t)) < 1. If, however, p&F(t)) > 1, define 
the matrix g(t) as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 and let Y?+‘(X) = e+V’(X), 
0 < x < t. By a direct computation one can verify that W(t) = .# c W(t) 
and it follows as in the earlier case that W(t) is the zero vector. This completes 
the proof. 
We shall assume the following conditions on the matrix 9’(t) are satisfied 
in the remainder of the paper. 
Conditions on F(t) 
(i) The largest eigenvalue of 9(O) is less than 1. 
(ii) The matrix P(co) has all positive entries. This does not preclude 
the possibility that some of the entries F,,(co) may be infinite. 
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(iii) For at least one pair i, j, the distribution function F,,(t) is not con- 
centrated at the origin. 
3. LIMIT THEOREMS 
In ordinary renewal theory limit theorems for the solution of (1.2) must 
be given in two parts depending on whether or not the points of increase 
of the distribution functionF(t) are concentrated at integer multiples of some 
fixed number. As we shall see, two cases must also be considered when 
studying the asymptotic behavior of the solution of (2.1) and the basis for 
the dicotomy is whether or not the matrix *F(t) is what we shall call a “lattice 
matrix”. A distribution functionF(t) is called a lattice distribution with span h 
if the points of increase of F(t) are concentrated on a set of points of the form 
{b, b f X, b & 2h,...} and A is the largest such number. If the points of increase 
of F(t) are concentrated on the set (0, & h, & 2&...} and h is the largest such 
number, F(t) is said to be arithmetic with span h. Note that if, for example, 
the points of increase of F(t) are 4, $, I,..., then F(t) is a lattice distribution 
with span 1 and arithmetic with span 6. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The matrix 9(t) will be called a lattice matrix if the 
following conditions are met: 
(1) Each F,,(t), i # j, is a lattice distribution with span hij . Each F&t) 
is arithmetic with span hii . 
(2) Each hii is an integer multiple of some number; the largest such 
number we shall call h. 
(3) If %i, aik , and aik are points of increase of Fij(t), Fjk(2), and Fik(t), 
respectively, then aij + aik = uik + d. 
Let & be the set formed by the points of increase of Fij(t), FIT’(t), 8$‘(t), . . . . 
The following result will be used repeatedly in the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.1. IfaEZi,andbEZpj, thma+bEZij. 
Proof. If a and b are points of increase of F::)(t) and FE’(t), respectively, 
then a + b is a point of increase of FiL) *FE)(t) and hence also of F!:+“‘(t). 
We now generalize a result on page 144 of Feller [2]. 
LEMMA 3.2. (1) If F(t) is not a lattice matrix then each & is “asymp- 
totically dense at to” & the sense that few each Jixed E > 0 and x su#kiently 
large the interval (x, x + E) contains points of Zij . 
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(ii) If .9(t) is u lattice mutrix then each Zij contains only points of the form 
aij + nX and contains all mh points fw n sujiciently large. 
Proof. First note that by Lemma 3.1, if any of the sets Z;, are dense at CO, 
they all have this property. Let us now consider the case in which none of 
the ,Zij are dense at co. By condition (iii) on S(t) each Z;, contains points 
other than zero. Since each Zii is closed under additions it follows by an 
argument in Feller [2], page 145, that for some number S,, , the set Zii con- 
tains only points of the form nSii and Zlii contains all such points for n suf- 
ficiently large. But if a, a + aii E zlii , c E .& , and d E & then by Lemma 
3.1, a + c + d and a + c + d + 6,, both belong to Zjj and hence aii < 6,, . 
But since i andj may be interchanged in this argument, all Sit have a common 
value 6. By similar reasoning one may show that for i # j pi, contains only 
points of the form b, + n8 and Zij contains all such points for n sufficiently 
large. Moreover, by Lemma 3.1 bij + bj, = bi, + n8. Since the points of 
increase ofFii(t) are contained in .Zij , P(t) is a lattice matrix and h is a multi- 
ple of 8. Conversely, if F(t) is a lattice matrix one may show by induction on n 
that the points of increase of each F:;)(t) are contained in a set of the form 
{bij , b,j f A, bij f 2h ,... } and hence S = A. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose p(%(co)) = 1, the vector al(t) = (A,(t),..., A,(t) 
is a solution of 
a(t) = 9 * a!(t), (3.1) 
and each component of the vector GZ(t) is bounded and continuous. 
(i) If 9(t) is not a lattice matrix, a(t) is a constant vector. 
(ii) If .F(t) is a lattice matrix, each component of CT(t) is periodic with 
period A. Moreover, for all i, t, and numbers aij that are points of increase of 
F,(t), j = l,..., m, the vector (A,(t - a&.., A,,(t - a&)’ is an kgenvector 
of g( co) corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. 
Proof. In the case S(t) is not a lattice matrix, let Mj be the supremum of 
A,(t) as t ranges over all real numbers. By the results at the top of page 66 
of Gantmacher [3] there is a subscript i such that OF, Mj < Mi . Let 
us suppose i = 1, each A,(t) is uniformly continuous and A,(t) attains its 
supremum at t = t’. Then 
Ml = AI = f J A,(t’ - u)Fij(da) < f M,F,,(oo) < Ml . (3.2) 
j=l i-l 
Therefore Aj(t’ - u) = Mj for each u that is a point of increase of Fit(u), 
j = 1, 2,..., m. But since O(t) = 9cn) * Q!(t) the previous statement is also 
true with Fi,(U) replaced by F:;‘(u), so that by lemma 3.2 and the uniform 
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continuity each Aj(t’ - u) approaches a constant as u -+ CO. Using essentially 
the same argument as in the proof of the lemma on page 351 of Feller [2] 
one can now establish that A,(t) = Mj for all t and j. This completes the 
proof of part (i) of the theorem in the case each A,(t) is uniformly continuous 
and A,(t) attains its maximum. The remainder of the proof of (i) follows 
very closely the proof of the aforementioned lemma in Feller [2] and we 
invite the reader to supply the missing details. 
The proof of (ii) is similar except that for a fixed t, Mi is defined as the 
supremum as k ranges over the integers of Aj(t - aii - kh) and derivatives 
are replaced by differences. 
Set Gij(a) = Jc”~F~~(~zJ), %(01) = (Gii(ar)), denote the determinant of 
9 - ??(a) by d(a), and let (c&a)) be the adjoint matrix of 3 - 9(a) where 
9 is an m x m identity matrix. Now put cllii = qi(0)/A’(O) whenever 
J (Fii( 00) - Fii(t)) dt < co for each i and j. If at least one of these integrals 
is infinite put olij = 0 for each i and j. 
We now state the principal result of the paper. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose p(F( a)) = 1. 
(i) If F(t) is not a lattice matrix then for each i and j 
Uii(t) - Uii(t - h) -+ orijh as t+co (3.3) 
for each Jixed h > 0. If P( t) is a lattice matrix then (3.3) again holds whenever 
h is a positive multiple of A. 
(ii) Let the vector A(t) be defined by (2.6) and suppose each q(t) is directly 
Riemann integrab1e.l If F(t) is not a lattice matrix then for each i 
M,(t) -+ f aii 1,” z+(u) du as t-a, (3.4) 
i=l 
and if P(t) is a lattice matrix then for each i 
as n+ co. (3.5) 
Proof. We shall only prove the theorem for the cases in which S(t) is 
not a lattice matrix. Let 02 = (a, ,..., a,)’ be an eigenvector with positive 
entries that corresponds to the eigenvalue 1 of I. If we put 
T(t) = (2qco) - F(t)) a, t >, 0, (3.6) 
1 For a fixed h > 0, let m, and M, denote the minimum and maximum, respectively, 
of q(t) in the interval (n - 1)h Q t < nh, and let s = hZm, and S = hZM, . Feller 
[2] calls q(t) “directly Riemann integrable” whenever these sums converge absolutely 
and S - s < E for h sufficiently small. 
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the solution of (2.1) is M(t) = GY for t > 0. Using (2.6) we conclude that 
and Uij(t) - uij(t - h) remains bounded provided h is sufficiently small. 
Therefore by a theorem in Feller [2], page 263, there is a sequence t, -+ co 
that does not depend on i and j and a distribution function Vii(t) such that 
Uij(t + tk) - Uii(t + t, - h) --, Vij( t) - Vij( t - h) as k + co. 
Now for a fixed i let z,(t) be a non-negative continuous function that 
vanishes outside a finite interval and let zi(t) = 0 for j # i. Then 
Mj(tk + t) -+ 1 .q(t - u) Vj,(dU). (3.7) 
If we denote the right hand side of (3.7) by A,(t), the vector 
W) = (4(t),..., 4n(t))’ satisfies equation (3.1). Lemma 3.3 applies so 
Ol(t) must be a constant vector and it follows that 
@!(?k> - w?c - 4 -+V(O)-V(-h)=h9 as k-+co, (3.8) 
for some constant matrix 9 = (dij) which may depend on the sequence t, . 
If we convolve the two extreme sides of (3.8) with 9(t) we see that 9 must 
be of the form 9 = .GVG? where a and Q? are left and right eigenvectors 
respectively of the matrix I corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. This 
determines C@ up to a constant multiplier. We have now accumulated enough 
facts to prove part (ii) of the theorem provided t is replaced by t, and aii 
by dij , such a proof varying only trivially from the proof of (ii) which we shall 
give shortly. Assuming this is so and letting Z(t) be defined by (3.6) we see 
that 
where 
3Y = (1 (Fij( co) - Fij(t)) dt) . (3.9) 
Therefore the matrix 9 does not depend on t, . But every sequence t,’ + co 
contains a subsequence t, that can serve in (3.8) and hence part (i) is proved 
except for evaluating the matrix 9. 
Since Z% either has all positive entries or all zero entries, equation (3.9) 
implies that if the matrix .# has at least one infinite entry then 9 is the zero 
matrix. Suppose now that all the entries of &’ are finite. Equation (3.8) 
implies that 
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Applying a Tauberian theorem in Feller [2] page 421 it follows that 
where 0$,(a) = J: e-auUt,(du). By L’Hospital’s rule, CQ = dii and thus 
(i) is proved. 
To prove (ii), for each j = 1, 2 ,..., m let ail > 0 be a sequence of real 
numbers withCT=, ujE < cc, let fr(t) = 1 if (I - 1) h < t < lh and zero 
otherwise where h is a fixed positive number, and let zi(t) = CTzI aJi(t). 
Then 
M,(t) = f j-= z,(t - u) Ui,(du) 
k=l 0 
= il il akt[ujk(t - (I - 1) h) - Ujdt - jh)l 
+ ,fl ajlc 1,” +(u) du as t - 00. 
This proves (ii) whenever each q(t) is a positive step function with steps at 
0, h, 2h ,... . Straight-forward techniques may now be used to handle Zi(t) 
that are arbitrary directly Riemann-integrable functions. The proof of 
Theorem 2.2 is complete. 
Once the asymptotic properties of d(t) have been determined when 
p(F(co)) = 1 the behavior of A’(t) for large t may easily be determined in 
certain other cases of interest. We shall state these results only for the 
nonlattice case. 
COROLLARY 3.1. (i) suppose F(t) is a nonhzttice matrix with p(g( co)) > 1 
and I? is a Jinite matrix for some CL De$ne a to be the unique positive number 
that makes p(9(u)) = 1. If each e-%q(t) is a directly Riemunn integrable 
function then for each i, 
M,(t) e-at -+ f, ijO Srn e-‘Fzj(g) du 
j=l A (4 o 
as t+co. (3.10) 
(ii) Suppose S( t ) is a non-lattice matrix with p(.(oo)) < 1 and there is an 
a (necessarily negative) that makes p(G(u)) = 1. If evatxj(t) is directZy Riemann 
integrable and $t ue-““Fir(du) < 00 for each i and j, then (3.10) again holds. 
Proof. Let 
d(t) = e-atd(t), 9(t) = e-““%“(t), 
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and 
g+,(t) = j t e+“Fij(du). 
0 
Then the vector d(t) satisfies the equation 
d?%?(t) = z&t) + 4 *&4(t) 
and both parts of the theorem now follow by applying Theorem 3.1. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO BRANCHING PROCESSES 
An important application of the results in Section 3 is in the theory of 
multi-dimensional age-dependent branching processes. Suppose a population 
consists of m genotypes and the life-span of an individual of the i-th genotype 
is a proper random variable with distribution function G,(t). At the end of 
its life an individual of the i-th genotype dies and is replaced by ji ,..., j,,, 
progeny of the various genotypes. Let rnij > 0 denote the expected number 
of offspring of the j-th genotype of an individual of the i-th genotype and let 
j&(t) be the expected number of individuals of the j-th genotype alive at 
time t in a population that begins with a single individual of the i-th genotype 
born at time t = 0. If we assume that all individuals live and reproduce 
independently, it can be shown (Mode [5]) that M,(t) satisfies the system 
of integral equations 
M,j(t) = a,,(1 - G,(t)) = 1” f m,M,j(t - u) Gi(du). (4.1) 
0 k=l 
Since for fixed j the system of equations (4.1) is of the form (l.l), Theorem 
3:l and the corollary which follows this theorem yield the following statement 
about the mean functions j&(t). 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose A is a matrix with finite positive entries and the 
distribution functions G,(t) are not all arithmetic with spans that are multiples 
of some jixed number. 
(i) If&H) = 1 and s: uGi(du) < 00 for all i, 
(4.2) 
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(4 If ~(-4 > 1, 
M&) e-at --t 
f&z) j,” (1 - G,(U)) e-au du 
K’(4 
as t-+q (4.3) 
(iii) If p(A!) < 1 and sz uePUGi(du) < 00 for all i then (4.3) again holds. 
In each instance I = (mii lr e-eUGi(du)), ( fii(a)) is the adjoint matrix 
of 9 - 2(a), K(a) is the determinant of Y - 2(a), and a is chosen such 
that p@!(u)) = 1. 
A similar theorem is true for the lattice case. 
Mode [5] proved (ii) using the theory of poles and residues, subject to the 
additional restrictions that each Ge(t) has a density which is square-integrable. 
He also gives an estimate of the rate of convergence which apparently cannot 
be obtained with our methods. 
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